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That version may have been updated or expanded since. That is, if a form or part of a form cannot be achieved
by cutting sheets or strips of bought material and assembling the pieces, it means that it has to be either shaped
or modelled. So for example this would include model figures and trees; forms of relief decoration which are
more than just cut outs; the making of specialized forms such as globes, domes, bowls, niches; soft furniture
such as armchairs, sofas.. One major consequence of this difference is that modelling can usually be
back-tracked if a mistake is made whereas shaping usually cannot. In fact modelling has to progress in this
manner. Choices of modelling material Of all the materials for modelling available now, natural clay remains
the most reliable and versatile, in addition to being the cheapest by far. But a number of different modelling
materials have been developed which either remain in a soft, workable state for much longer or harden by
themselves. Most of them cannot be made hard and durable. Their basis is usually an oil or wax at least
something other than water and a filler, such as finely powdered natural clay or talc. In my experience
modelling wax is the leader of this group.. It is easy to model with, although when very soft I find it too
sticky.. Pva wood glue contracts a great deal as it dries so there is usually no danger of losing detail in the
modelling, even after more than one coat. Above are two types of modelling wax, the brown one very soft like
natural clay and the white one much firmer. If you do the same with plasticine and particularly Super Sculpey,
which is even more elastic you will also get an exact groove but the edges will be more rounded because the
material there has been pulled down a bit. To get back to the three basic types of clay.. Since some of their
content is lost in this way they will shrink.. Some are light, some are quite heavy. They are very different
materials to model with and I use them for very different purposes. I prefer it for modelling medium-sized
forms which need a combination of surface detail and smoothness.. More on this is included later when
discussing model figures. I use it for small or delicate forms which I really want to last.. For more information
on Milliput, there is quite a long entry in the alphabetical Lexicon. Just for the heck of it, out of interest and
for those of you who are really price-conscious here is a comparison I put together earlier this year. I have
compared the price per kilo even if the materials are not normally packaged in this amount and where there is
a price range it reflects the cheaper price for larger amounts: It is a principle behind all successful making but
applies particularly to modelling and shaping. I remember always being very impressed, and equally relieved,
hearing about the ways sculptors make their lives easier! For example making a block of wood firstly into a
rough profile shape of the whole head, to define the limits.. Working in the other direction i. But put sculptors
aside for the moment.. The photo below illustrates a delightful technique called sledging which is still known
to some traditional plasterers, used to create profile shapes particularly for wall cornices. After some basic
volume has been roughed in using coarse plaster, a layer of finer plaster is shaped by dragging a cut metal
profile along it which collects and removes the excess. These methods may offer a manageable solution if one
has time and patience, but they are by no means simple to achieve, even the first example! One does also need
quite a bit of skill and practise. I include them here because they are more important as examples of the type of
thinking that one should do.. These methods of control all apply to making larger-scale forms and are designed
for precision.. When it comes to modelling on a smaller scale a lot less precision is needed.. For example
below I am modelling a figure directly onto a drawing, without using an armature. The idea with this is that
the complete front half is modelled, the material is then hardened, after which the back half can be continued
directly onto it. The big advantage here is that the drawing imposes clear limits i. It hardens with heat, which
means that the usual way is to bake it in a normal oven degrees centigrade, c. Normally a sculptor builds up a
modelled figure on an armature, which is a skeletal support for the figure usually out of wire, and it makes
sense to do that even at this small scale. A good armature is not only there for structural support, it should also
be as far as possible a guide as to where to put the clay.. The ones below are made of soldered brass and they
include double thicknesses of brass on the legs and arms but broken at the joints so that these can be bent at
the correct points. They also include flat plates in brass shim representing torso and pelvis, which although not
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strictly necessary for support, are invaluable for keeping the sense of the shape of torso and pelvis while
modelling. For this task I had to make a 1: This was for a film still in production, so unfortunately copyright
prevents me from showing the completed fish forms until the film comes out, but I can show enough to
illustrate the modelling process. Because the fish needed to be symmetrical I decided to make the same basis
shape for both out of styrofoam, cutting a template shape first out of Pvc for one and using it flipped over for
the other. Below, I have secured the template shape to a block of styrofoam using double-sided tape, which
holds it firmly while shaping but which can be easily detached afterwards. Knives and wood rasping tools can
be used to get close to the edge of the template shape.. The sides of the sanding block are at a right-angle, so if
both the form and the sander are kept against the work surface while sanding, at least the basis blocks for each
shape will come out the same. I then sanded or rasped these freehand, but both at the same time.. Below, I
have built up a good, even layer ready for the modelling of the surface details. A note of caution though!
Otherwise you have to use Milliput or another self-hardening clay. These are not things one can buy but they
can be easily made. I found that only a thin strip of sandpaper was necessary to sand styrofoam or the
polyurethane foam from Kapa-line foamboard you will see later. If this strip is supported on a shape it means
that the area of foam sanded will gradually take that shape and this will work for convex as well as concave
shapes. I believe that simply improving your ability to look at and compare things objectively is the most
important step towards acquiring skill in sculpting. Are hands bigger than faces, is the length of a nose roughly
the same as the distance from it to the bottom of the face, is the space between the eyes the same as the length
of an eye? It is a method of form-making which goes back a long way and is now an integral part of our
technology. Most often we only need one, and we know that ideally it should be as thin as possible, so our
thinking is automatically channelled in the direction of trying to construct the shape in a thin but bendable
material. This would be fine if the curves and slopes of the shape were that simple. If however we think of the
essential shape as a solid one first, so that we start with a three-dimensional form template in other words, a lot
more is achievable. These two photos are enough to illustrate the method. For the fish shape previously I used
one shape template to guide the sanding block, whereas this needs two to establish the limits of the top and
bottom of the shape. Finding the right positions for the templates, either side of a block, is not that simple
though! The best way is to fix the larger template to the foam first and sand down to that using a right-angled
sanding block just like the fish. The sanding can then be completed. I coated the foam shape with polyfilla and
sanded it smooth, then made a plaster mould from it. In this case I made the hollow bath shape using a fairly
simple process known as absorption casting. The principle behind this is that the plaster mould will absorb
water from a liquid material filling it, meaning that the material gradually forms a tougher skin next to the
plaster. The remaining still-liquid material can be poured out of the mould leaving a thin shell which is left to
dry. This contracts a little as it does so it can be taken out easily. The mould surface would need to be
Vaselined first though. We need to know what the human figure looks like and, just as importantly, what it
looks like at 1: Before one can begin modelling though, an armature is needed. As explained above the
armature supports the material but it should also serve as a modelling guide. In my post from March
Modelling small-scale figures I provide a step-by-step account of making the simple armature out of twisted
garden wire below. The template which is useful as a size guide during the process is also included in the post.
Super Sculpey lends itself in particular to this because very small amounts can be applied first of all just to put
some mass on the skeleton, and these can be quickly fixed with the hot-air gun before putting another layer on
top. Either the figure or the heat gun needs to be kept moving.. After thorough mixing one has between But if
you find that you are doing a fair amount in the way of modelling, and larger things, here is a selection of the
most useful bought tools. The four on the left are standard ones for clay modelling and one can get them in
plastic or wood. In the centre are two made from walnut strip wood and to the right of these is an embossing
tool. This is useful because it has two rounded points of different gauge. These make it possible to remove
material rather than just displacing it. But just as much can be achieved using tools which are not meant for
modelling, especially when it comes to surfacing effects. A plastic bristle brush and a hogshair painting brush
were perfect for giving the burnt wood and coals a suitable surface texture.
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A scale model is most generally a physical representation of an object, which maintains accurate relationships between
all important aspects of the model, although absolute values of the original properties need not be preserved.

I found creating an accurate biplane in this scale quite challenging, but anyone with a little skill, patience, and
perhaps an optical aid may find a mini-project like this rewarding. The overall shape of the kit floatplane was
accurate. However, I needed to slim down the wings and add some missing details. I filed down and lightly
sanded the flat undersides of the wings, thinning the cross-sections. Be careful, the plastic is delicate. I chose
to model my plane with its canopy open, which increased the level of difficulty. I used a 11 blade to scrape the
cockpit walls to give them a uniform appearance. At this point, a modeler with a lot of experience could add
seats and other interior details, but I knew my limitations and was satisfied to leave the cockpit open. I made a
replacement windscreen and canopy by cutting thin slices of plastic from a coffee stirrer. I attached them with
super glue. With the main portion of my floatplane finished, I concentrated on additional details. I also used
brass railing to make the struts for the wings and the main float. Finally, I scratchbuilt a launch sled from bits
of styrene. My finished floatplane was ready for painting. The overall appearance of the RO was light gray.
However, colorful markings made it distinctive, especially the red-and-white chevron pattern on the top
surface of the upper wing. I airbrushed the plane neutral gray, and painted the top of the upper wing flat white
before masking it. I tediously applied thin strips of red decal material across the top surface of the upper wing,
using Micro-Sol. By alternating sides, I retained the symmetry of the chevron while allowing each stripe to
snuggle down and dry sufficiently. I hand-painted the fuselage and tail markings, and added the roundel decals
provided in the kit. I painted the canopy gloss dark blue. Charles Landrum is a U. Naval Academy graduate
and career naval officer. He has served on six ships. He is a member of IPMS, and has been modeling since he
was eight.
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Small-Scale Modelling [Caroline Osborn] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. A guide
to making houses, furniture, people, plants and accessories for 1/12th scale and below.

Practical requirements[ edit ] Practical concerns include the cost to construct the model, available test facilities
to condition and observe the model, the availability of certain materials, and even who will build it. Practical
requirements are often very diverse depending on the purpose of the scale model and they all must be
considered to have a successful scale model experience. As an example, perhaps an aerospace company needs
to test a new wing shape. In this case, concessions must be made for practical reasons to the similitude
requirements. An example of this from fluid dynamics is flow of a liquid in a horizontal pipe. For this flow
configuration, however, no surface tension is involved, so the Weber number is inappropriate. Also,
compression of the fluid is not applicable, so the Mach number can be disregarded. Finally, gravity is not
responsible for the flow, so the Froude number can also be disregarded. This leaves the modeler with only the
Reynolds number to worry about in terms of equating its values for the scale model and the prototype. True
models are difficult to realize in reality due to the many possible quantities the modeler must consider. As a
result, modelers identify the important dimensionless quantities and construct a scale model that satisfies
these. Important dimensionless quantities are called first-order dimensional requirements. A model that
satisfies first-order similarity is called an adequate model. Finally, for scale models that fail to satisfy one or
more of the first-order requirements, the name distorted model is given. Some of the specific uses of scale
models by specific fields are explained below in the examples. Structural scale model[ edit ] Although
structural engineering has been a field of study for thousands of years and many of the great problems have
been solved using analytical and numerical techniques, many problems are still too complicated to understand
in an analytical manner or the current numerical techniques lack real world confirmation. When this is the
case, for example a complicated reinforced concrete beam-column-slab interaction problem, scale models can
be constructed observing the requirements of similitude to study the problem. It can impart six degrees of
freedom on structural scale models. These quantities can be broadly grouped into three categories: A good
reference for considering scales for a structural scale model under static loading conditions in the elastic
regime is presented in Table 2. A practical introduction to scale model design and testing is discussed in the
paper "Pseudodynamic Testing of Scaled Models". Many airlines use model aircraft as advertisement items
Model aircraft are divided into two main groups: Static model aircraft[ edit ] Static model aircraft are
commonly built using plastic, but wood, metal, card and paper can also be used. Models are sold painted and
assembled, painted but not assembled snap-fit , or unpainted and not assembled. The most popular types of
aircraft to model are commercial airliners and military aircraft. Aircraft can be modeled in many "scales". The
scale notation is the size of the model compared to the real, full-size aircraft called the "prototype". Sometimes
the scale notation is not used; it is simply stated: Popular scales are, in order of size, 1: Some European models
are available at more metric scales such as 1: The highest quality models are made from injection-molded
plastic or cast resin. Models made from Vacuum formed plastic are generally for the more skilled builder.
More inexpensive models are made from heavy paper or card stock. Ready-made die-cast metal models are
also very popular. As well as the traditional scales, die-cast models are available in 1: These scales are usually
reserved for civil airliners. Static aircraft scale modeling falls broadly into three categories: Scratch-builders
tend to be the top echelon in terms of skill and craftsmanship. They tend to be the most discerning when it
comes to accuracy and detail and they spend far more time on far fewer models than a kit assembler. OOB Out
of box and modified. Out of Box refers to the act of assembling a kit only from what is contained in the box
supplied, whereas a Modifier employs after-market products such as alternative decals, photo-etched metal
detail parts, and cast resin detail or conversion parts to enhance or change the model in some way. Collectors
are concerned purely with the issue of theme, and are not really interested in personal construction as such.
Aircraft modelers often fall into more than one category, as fancy takes them. This theme stems from the idea
of modeling German secret projects that never saw the light of day due to the close of World War II. This
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concept has been extended to include British, Russian, and US experimental projects that never made it into
production. Flying model aircraft[ edit ] Flying model aircraft are of two types: Aerodynamic models may be
constructed for use in a wind tunnel or in free flight. Small-scale piloted aircraft are even constructed to test
some aspect of a proposed full-size design, but these are not considered as models even though they may be
accurate to scale. Recreational models are often made to resemble some real type. However the aerodynamic
requirements of a small model are different from those of a full-size craft, so flying models are seldom fully
accurate to scale. Most flying model aircraft can be placed in one of three groups: Flying models can be built
from scratch or from kits. Some kits take many hours to put together and some kits are almost ready to fly or
ready to fly. Plan-relief With elements similar to miniature wargaming , building models and architectural
models , a plan-relief is a means of geographical representation in relief as a scale model for military use, to
visualise building projects on fortifications or campaigns involving fortifications. Building model Model
building for an HO scale railroad Most hobbyists who build models of buildings do so as part of a diorama to
enhance their other models, such as a model railroad or model war machines. Standard scales have not
emerged in this hobby. Model railroaders use railroad scales for their buildings: Lego builders use miniland
scale 1: Model buildings are commonly made from plastic, foam, balsa wood or paper. Card models are
published in the form of a book, and some models are manufactured like 3-D puzzles. Professionally, building
models are used by architects and salesmen. Architectural model Architecture firms usually employ model
makers or contract model making firms to make models of projects to sell their designs to builders and
investors. These models are traditionally hand-made, but advances in technology have turned the industry into
a very high tech process than can involve Class IV laser cutters , five-axis CNC machines as well as rapid
prototyping or 3D printing. Typical scales are 1: House portrait models[ edit ] Main article: Model house
Typically found in 1: Sometimes this kind of model is commissioned to mark a special date like an
anniversary or the completion of the architecture, or these models might be used by salesmen selling homes in
a new neighborhood. Model buses and trucks[ edit ] Main article: Model commercial vehicle Typically found
in 1: Corgi also makes some 1: Trucks are also found as diecast models in 1: Recently some manufacturers
have appeared in 1: Model car Although the British scale for 0 gauge was first used for model cars made of
rectilinear and circular parts, it was the origin of the European scale for cast or injection moulded model cars.
In America, a series of cars was developed from at first cast metal and later styrene models "promos" offered
at new-car dealerships to drum up interest. Monogram later switched to this scale after the firm was purchased
by Revell. Some cars are also made in 1: The smaller scales are usually die-cast cars and not the in the class as
model cars. Except in rare occasions, Johnny Lightning and Ertl-made die-cast cars were sold as kits for
buyers to assemble. Model cars are also used in car design. Model construction vehicles[ edit ] A model
construction vehicle or engineering vehicle is a scale model or die-cast toy that represents a construction
vehicle such as a bulldozer , excavator , crane , concrete pump , backhoe , etc. Construction vehicle models are
almost always made in 1: In the US they are commonly sold as promotional models for new construction
equipment, commissioned by the manufacturer of the prototype real-world equipment. The major
manufacturers in Germany are Conrad and NZG, with some competition from Chinese firms that have been
entering the market.
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Small Scale Hobbies offers a large selection of quality 1/87 scale military kits,finished models and figures from various
companies. Check back often as we add new kits often.

Lets see how to proceed using a step-by-step sequence. Step 1 The positions of windows and doors are drawn
on very precisely and their openings are lightly incised with a scalpel. Hold the sheet firmly with a metal rule
and then peel off the cardboard. The positions of windows and doors are drawn on very precisely and their
openings are lightly incised using the scalpel. Once its done, the feather board is ready to be peeled off from
the side to be embossed by slipping the sharpened blade between the cardboard and the foam at one of the
corners. I hold the sheet firmly with a large metal rule and then take off the cardboard avoiding any possibility
of the foam being torn away. Step 2 Create a punch matrix the size of a single brick, to emboss the surface in
the foam, from an old paintbrush. The second step is to create a punch matrix the size of a single brick, to
emboss the surface in the foam. Once the ferule has been hollowed out, the edge of its open extremity is
shaped to the size of brick required with a pair of small pliers and later refined and sharpened with a flat file to
obtain a perfect rectangle. Step 3 Embossing the bricks in a staggered way using a metal rule as guide for the
embossing tool. Missing bricks or fissures can be simulated with a refined needle. Embossing the bricks can
begin first without applying too much pressure into the foam. It is best done in a staggered way using the
metal rule as guide for the embossing tool. To give a more realistic aspect you can stamp deeper into the foam
to create eroded joints in the brickworks mortar in some places, and carve off missing bricks or simulate
fissures. These tricky operations in 1: At the same time such fittings as shutters, gutters, down pipes; air hole
bricks, grilles and doors are scratch built using styrene, brass tube and copper wire. Step 5 Two coats of
Humbrol Camouflage Grey 28 were applied with a wide brush ensuring this gets into all the recesses. The
foam is porous and the primer coat will be fully absorbed by it, so a second coat is necessary. Polish the
surface with grade paper to give the bricks a scale texture and carefully wipe off the dust from the recesses
with a soft wide brush For the first painting phase I applied two coats of Humbrol Camouflage Grey 28 with a
wide brush ensuring distribution in all the recesses. The foam is porous and the primer coat will be fully
absorbed by it, so a second coat is imperative. When all is dry, a generous overall wash of acrylic matt black is
applied. After 48 hours, the foam is tough enough to be gently sanded with grade paper. This is done to polish
the surface and give the bricks a texture true to scale. Carefully wipe off the dust from the recesses with a soft
wide brush. Step 6 The brickwork is painted with a wide brush and near dry paint on its bristles; much like a
quick dry brushing The brickwork is painted with a wide brush and near dry paint, much like a quick dry
brushing. I use acrylic paints by Talens, mainly two shades of red - Burnt Sienna and English Red , mixed
with matt black or simply just these two colours in various mixes on some random bricks to reproduce the
many varied colours of real bricks. Step 7 The mortar courses between the bricks are simulated using white
pigments applied overall, onto the surface of the bricks with an old, wide brush. These are simulated using
white pigments applied overall onto the surface of the bricks with an old wide brush. After the excess pigment
has been blown out, the remaining can be embedded into the joins with just your fingers. The bricks now
appearing in relief are cleaned with a slightly dampened rag to remove excess pigment. Step 8 More shades of
colour were given to random selected individual bricks with a fine No. This step will give infinitely more
shades to the bricks and give them a definitive appearance. I re-use the paints I first employed in Step 6, but
this time applied alternatively on each brick with a fine No. Step 9 Use the three-step sequence referred to in
the text for the last phase creating the places where rainwater or humidity has eroded the mortar courses and
given the bricks a greenish aspect. The last phase concerning the brickwork itself is to create the places where
rainwater or humidity has eroded the mortar in the courses and given the bricks a greenish aspect. There are
three easy steps necessary to reproduce this ageing effect. Apply black pigments into the mortar courses with a
fine No. Apply light green pigments on the appropriate surfaces. Blow off the excess of powder and brush
Sienna Earth coloured pigments onto the raised parts of the bricks. Step 10 A realistic old touch was given to
the brick-built house and its derelict upper storey with boarded windows. Now all it needs is a roof, a chimney
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and so on
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5: 12 Quick Tips to Improve Your Scale Modelling â€“ Model Space Blog
JL Small Scale Modelling. 27 likes. I'm passionate scale modeller based in Czech Republic, focused on those little
things ;-).

Go to start of metadata Small Scale Plant Model Understanding the layout and processes of AguaClara plants
can be difficult if one has never seen a plant. This team will design and create a small scale plant that can be
used to demonstrate how the plant is laid out, where each process takes place and how it can be taken apart for
cleaning. Potential donors and partners, in particular, will benefit from the small scale plant as they will be
able to more easily understand the plants. Design and construct a small scale plan that can be used to present
the AguaClara design. The final product should look like a model from the design tool. Include labels and
features to distinguish between different processes in the plant. Be able to take up square footage of a laptop
and be easily portable. Can be taken apart in the same way as a full scale plant. The construction of this model
was intended to educate and motivate individuals interested in the AguaClara water treatment process. The
team edited AutoCAD drawings of the plant using the three-dimensional design software Rhinoceros; plant
components were separated into individual planes and laid flat in templates. These pieces were optimized so
that they would fit in a 12"x18" laser cutting area and aligned so that multiple pieces could be cut efficiently
and at the same time. These finalized Rhinoceros files were then converted back into AutoCAD drawing files
in preparation for laser cutting. The Rhinoceros files were also saved as PDFs so that the team could print
paper templates to be used in the construction of the mock-up model. The team finished certain pieces of the
mock-up model this semester, including the main base, flocculator, filter, and filter inlet. The team also began
work on other mock-up plant components, including the entrance tank and the staircase. Meanwhile, the Small
Scale Plant Model team researched materials for building the final model, considering transparent and opaque
Plexiglas, museum board, Plexiglas rod and tubing, and Plexiglue. After deliberation, it was decided that the
entire model would be built in Plexiglas, and the team ordered and received 3 sheets of 12"x18" transparent
Plexiglas, 6 sheets of 24"x24" white Plexiglas, and 1 sheet of 12"x12" blue Plexiglas. The team will laser cut
these Plexiglas pieces through the school of Art, Architecture, and Planning, which offers a laser cutting
service that is free to Cornell students. Summer The Summer members plan on using the preliminary designs
prepared by the Spring team in order to construct the final model. Our challenges include re-configuring
AutoCAD templates to account for the thickness of the Plexiglas material. We intend on further researching
methods to cut this Plexiglas into the necessary plant parts, such as using laser cutting processes or water-jet
cutting processes. During assembly of the Plexiglas structure, we are going to create a detailed instruction
manual documenting assembly specifics. Once the structure is complete, we can add plumbing components to
the model. Towards the end of the summer we intend on evaluating our final structure to determine additional
components that could possibly be created to supplement the plant model to increase understanding of the
AguaClara project. Fall The Fall team engaged a change of medium for the model: A method was designed to
3D print almost all of the componentry within laser cut plexiglass containers. This included re-formatting the
objects to the correct material thickness at model scale and ensuring that components were closed polysurfaces
with no naked or non-manifold edges. Structural considerations at model scale were also taken into account
for both plexiglass and 3D printed objects. All pieces were completed and cut and assembled; the model is
almost completely finished. Considerations for moving forward include how scripting could engage the
formatting requirements of 3D printing, how more of the model could be printed at once, and how the model
could be simplified for representational purposes. The purpose of using AutoCAD to print models of
AguaClara plants, rather than using Rhinoceros 5, is to automate as much of the printing process as possible.
The team evaluated multiple methods of converting a solid in AutoCAD to a meshed solid. In addition, the
team looked into alternative printers that would be more compatible to printing using AutoCAD. In addition to
the change in the design process, the small scale plant model will be scaled down to a travel size. By the end
of the semester we will create a small scale plant model that is technical, yet easy to understand.
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6: MindFad's Gallery: Making bricks in small scale modelling
Since the mids, small-scale armour modelling has seen a great resurgence in popularity. This is largely due to major
injection-moulded kit manufacturers such as Revell of Germany and, a few years later, Dragon Models Ltd entering the
market for 1/scale armour models.

7: Small Scale Plant Model - AguaClara - Dashboard
Keywords: small-scale modelling ; flashover ; modelling principles 1. Flashover The flashover is a near-simultaneous
ignition of most of the directly exposed combustible material in an enclosed area.

8: Small-scale | Define Small-scale at www.enganchecubano.com
Naturally this small-scale ownership was reflected in the distribution of wealth. The physicists have got small-scale
antigravity good enough to float and fly something the size of a hand grenade. Small-scale experiences are constraining,
but they also return a sense of care and belonging.

9: Small-scale Synonyms, Small-scale Antonyms | www.enganchecubano.com
12 Quick Tips to Improve Your Scale Modelling. Scale models come in all shapes, sizes, types, colours, and difficulty
levels, but there's one thing they have in common - they need a builder to bring them to life.
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